
PSED Planning – Week Beginning: 6th July 2020 
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The story of Osman Odd and Eshal 

Even  

 

 

Choose a book that shows lots of different feelings. Look through the 

book and discuss the different feelings you see. Circle time – use a teddy 

and begin with phrase “I sometimes feel cross when…” “I’m excited when…” 

Explore a range of different feelings. Encourage children to share their 

ideas and solutions for how to deal with these different emotions if they 

are ones that can be upsetting such as anger or sadness.  

Pick an activity from 

SeeSaw. Practise a sound 

you need to or tricky words 

or practise using your 

sounds in a sentence!  

All these resources will be 

uploaded to the website 

too.  T
ue
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Odds and evens socks Selection of stories that have feelings as a focus (Elmer, Can’t you sleep 

little bear? Or Rainbow fish). Discuss the characters’ feelings  

-what could they do to help themselves? 

- who could they turn to for help? 
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 Talk about odd and even numbers ppt Feel good ideas bag - Working in a small group, help children to make a 

‘Feel Good’ bag. Each child draws or writes an activity that makes them 

feel happy then puts it in a suitable bag. Explain that then, if a child in the 

class is feeling sad, lonely or unhappy they could pull out an idea (along 

with a friend/buddy/or adult) and see if the action/activity can cheer 

them up. When the children have created their ideas, put them in the bag 

and test out some of them before using as a whole class. 
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Odd and even numbers ladybird 
colouring worksheet 

Feelings games - Put a stack of playing card-sized pieces of card on the 

writing table with a picture of some simple feelings emojis on the table. 

Children can copy the emojis and write the feelings underneath their 

drawing. These can then be paired up and put into sets for playing games 

such as Pairs or Snap.  
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 Maths mastery home learning challenge 

odds and evens  

 

 

  


